
www.dallingtonenergy.com

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

MARKET INSIGHT
Providing detailed market
insight to support company
decision making, especially in
energy risk management and
investment cases.

B2B ENERGY USERS
Helping energy users navigate
complex energy markets. We
represent a client portfolio of
>500GWh pa, >1,000 meters,
and >£150m of annual spend.

B2B ENERGY
CONSULTANCY
SERVICES
Dallington Energy is an independent energy consultancy
business working exclusively in the B2B sector. The
founder and director Wayne Mitchell has worked in B2B
energy retail for over 20 years and works with a range of
highly skilled associates and suppliers to achieve the
best outcomes for clients.

07833 235876
CALL:

WAYNE.MITCHELL@DALLINGTON.ENERGY
EMAIL:

BESPOKE
ADVISORY AND
CONSULTANCY
SERVICES FOR THE
ENERGY SECTOR

Working with clients to reduce
energy consumption and
carbon emissions through
analysis,  energy efficiency
measures and technology.



DEVELOPER

DATA CENTRE
Advised on renewable energy
certification, winter energy
security, and geographical
capacity constraints in core
operating areas.

MANAGING AGENT
Negotiated new supply
agreements for a portfolio of
managed sites (HH/NHH/UMS)
and supported the ongoing
administration of the contracts. 

Working with a developer to
reduce energy consumption
and carbon emissions through
deployment of efficiency
measures and technology.

CLIENT CASE STUDIES

CONSULTANT

ENERGY BROKER
Advised an energy broker on
entering the flex product
market, including product
attributes, target market, and
typical terms and conditions.

Worked with a start-up during
the pre-seed stage to identify
acquisition targets in
engineering, brokerage,
sustainability and consultancy.

Several projects supporting
global management
consultancies including direct
sustainable energy sourcing
for a real estate business.

ENERGY START UP

RETAILER
Worked with a major
international retailer to
develop energy strategy and
risk management policies
across 20 different territories.

FOOTBALL CLUB
Settled a lengthy ongoing
dispute with an energy
supplier regarding erroneous
meter readings. Reduced the
disputed amount by 44%.

DEVELOPER HQ
Fast tracked energy supply
contract negotiations for a
new client headquarters
reducing annual energy costs
by 54% in less than 24 hours.

GAMING PROVIDER
Global gaming provider
needed a new outsource
energy partner.  Wrote RFP,
reviewed submissions and
bidders, selected partner.


